
GLOBAL ATTRACTOR AND STABILIZATION FOR A COUPLEDPDE-ODE SYSTEMMESSOUD EFENDIEV AND SERGEY ZELIKAbstrat. We study the asymptoti behavior of solutions of one oupled PDE-ODE systemarising in mathematial biology as a model for the development of a forest eosystem.In the ase where the ODE-omponent of the system is monotone, we establish the existeneof a smooth global attrator of �nite Hausdor� and fratal dimension.The ase of the non-monotone ODE-omponent is muh more ompliated. In partiular, theset of equilibria beomes non-ompat here and ontains a huge number of essentially disontin-uous solutions. Nevertheless, we prove the stabilization of any trajetory to a single equilibriumif the oupling onstant is small enough.Contents1. Introdution 12. A priori estimates, existene and uniqueness 33. The monotone ase: asymptoti ompatness and regular attrator 94. The non-monotone f : stabilization for the ase of weak oupling 145. Appendix. Estimation of time derivatives for non-autonomous perturbations ofregular attrators. 20Referenes 221. IntrodutionWe study the following oupled ODE-PDE system(1.1) (�2t v + '(v)�tv + f(v) = �w�tw ��xw + w = v; �nw���
 = 0in a bounded smooth domain 
 � Rn , n � 3. Here (v; w) = (v(t; x); w(t; x)) are unknownfuntions, �x is a Laplaian with respet to x, � > 0 is a given parameter and f and ' are givennonlinearities whih are assumed to satisfy some natural assumptions formulated in Setion 2.Our interest to that problem is motivated by the following system arising in the mathematialbiology:(1.2) 8><>:�tu = �Æw � (v)u� fu;�tv = fu� hv;�tw � d�xw + �w = �v; �nw���
 = 0where �; �; Æ; d; f; h are given positive parameters and (v) is a given nonlinearity. This systemhas been introdued in [13℄ in order to desribe the development of a forest eosystem and hasbeen reently studied analytially and numerially in [5, 6, 15℄. Expressing u = (�tv + hv)=f2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 37L30, 37L45, 92D25.Key words and phrases. oupled PDE-ODE systems, regular attrators, stabilization.1



2 M.EFENDIEV AND S.ZELIKfrom the seond equation of (1.2) and insert it into the �rst one, we end up with the system ofthe type (1.1) with respet to the variables (v; w).The main aim of the present paper is to study the long-time behavior of solutions of (1.1)using the ideas and methods of the attrators theory. From the mathematial point of view, theproblem onsidered is a oupled system of a seond order ODE with a linear PDE (heat-likeequation). Heuristially, it is lear that the dynamis of suh oupled dissipative systems shoulddepend drastially on the monotoniity properties of the ODE omponent. In the ase wherethis ODE is "monotone", i.e., it annot produe the internal instability (and all of the instabilityis driven by the oupling with the PDE omponent), one expets the asymptoti ompatnessand the existene of a smooth �nite-dimensional global attrator with "good" properties. Inontrast to that, in the non-monotone ase, the ODE-instability may produe the asymptotidisontinuities and even may ompletely destroy the initially smooth spatial pro�le. Thus, inthat ase, the smoothing e�et from the PDE omponent is not strong enough in order tosuppress the development of disontinuities provided by the internal instabilities of the ODE-omponent and, as a result, an extremely ompliated (in a sense, pathologial) dynamis mayappear. We also mention that, although the existene and uniqueness of a solution of (1.2) hasbeen rigorously proved in the above mentioned papers [5, 6℄, very few has been done onerningthe asymptoti behavior of solutions as t ! 1. To be more preise, di�erent types of !-limitsets of a single trajetory were onsidered there (assoiated with the di�erent hoie of thetopology in the phase spae) and their simplest properties were formulated, but the even thequestion whether or not they are empty remained open. As we will see below, some of them areindeed empty for the most part of the trajetories if the monotoniity assumption is essentiallyviolated, see Remark 4.5In the present paper, we justify the above heuristis in a mathematially rigorous way on theexample of the ODE-PDE oupled system (1.1). In partiular, we show (in Setion 3) that themonotoniity arguments work perfetly if(1.3) f 0(v) � �0 > 0; v 2 R:In this ase, problem (1.1) possesses indeed a smooth global attrator A of �nite fratal dimen-sion in the proper phase spae �1. Moreover, due to the presene of a global Lyapunov funtion,this attrator generially has very nie properties (it is the so-alled regular attrator in the ter-minology of Babin and Vishik [2℄). Namely, it is a �nite olletion of the �nite-dimensionalunstable manifolds assoiated with the equilibria:A = [u02RM+u0(where R denotes a (generially �nite) set of equilibria of problem (1.1) andM+u0 is an unstablemanifold assoiated with the equilibrium u0 2 R, see Setion 3). Moreover, every trajetory of(1.1) onverges exponentially to one of that equilibria. We also mention that the �rst equationof (1.1) is a seond order ODE and, therefore, the monotoniity of f does not automatiallyimply the absene of the internal instability. For instane, the ODEy00 + '(y)y0 + f(y) = h(t)may produe the non-trivial dynamis even if f is monotone and ' is stritly positive, say forthe ase of a given time-periodi external fore h. By this reason, our proof of the monotoniityof the ODE omponent is based on rather deliate arguments related with the existene of theglobal Lyapunov funtion and assoiated dissipative integrals, see Setion 3.The ase where the monotoniity assumption is violated (whih is onsidered in Setion 4ours to be (as predited by the heuristis) muh more ompliated. In ontrast to the monotonease, there is a very few hope to develop a reasonable global attrator theory here (no matterin a strong or weak topology of the phase spae), sine, as a rule, even the equilibria set Ris already not ompat in the strong topology of the phase spae and not losed in the weak



3topology. In addition, we see indeed a huge (unountable) number of well-separated essentiallydisontinuous equilibria here, see Setion 4.Nevertheless, in the partiular ase of small oupling onstant �, we sueed to give a ompletedesription of the equilibria set R = R� and verify that every trajetory of (1.1) onverges ast!1 to one of that equilibria. We mention that the standard Lojasiewiz tehnique for provingthe stabilization seems to be non-appliable here even in the ase of analyti non-linearities, sinethe equilibria set is not ompat in any reasonable topology. By this reason, we develop a newmethod of proving the stabilization, based on the theory of non-autonomous perturbations ofregular attrators, see Appendix. It is also worth to mention that, a posteriori, our stabilizationresult is somehow lose to [12℄ where the pointwise stabilization for the non-smooth temperaturedriven phase separation model is proved (although our methods seem to be ompletely di�erent).The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 is devoted to the study of the analytial propertiesof problem (1.1) suh as existene and uniqueness, dissipative estimates in di�erent norm, et.The ase of monotone nonlinearity f is onsidered in Setion 3, in partiular, the existeneof smooth regular attrator is proved here. In Setion 4 we deal with the non-monotone aseand, in partiular, prove here the above mentioned stabilization result for the weakly oupledase. Finally, the Appendix is devoted to the derivation of the key estimate for our stabilizationmethod whih is, in turns, based on the perturbation theory of regular attrators.To onlude, we mention that it would be interesting to onsider the regularization of (1.1)in a spirit of a damped wave equation with displaement depending damping (see [8, 16, 17℄):(1.4) (�2t v + '(v)�tv + f(v)� "�xv = �w�tw ��xw + w = vwith 0 < "� 1. We return to that problem somewhere else.2. A priori estimates, existene and uniquenessWe onsider the following oupled system of a seond order ODE with a heat equation:(2.1) (�2t v + '(v)�tv + f(v) = �w; v(0) = v0; �tv(0) = v00;�tw ��xw + w = v; �nw���
 = 0; w��t=0 = w0in a bounded 3D domain 
 � R3 with a smooth boundary. Here, (v; w) = (v(t; x); w(t; x)) areunknown funtions, �x is a Laplaian with respet to the variable x, � > 0 is a given onstantand ' and f are given nonlinearities, whih satisfy the following assumptions:(2.2) 8>>><>>>:1: '; f 2 C2(R);2: '(v) � �0 > 0;3: f(v)v � �C + 0jvj2+Æ ;4: f 0(v) � �Kfor some positive onstants C, K, �0, Æ and 0.Finally, we assume that the initial data (v0; v00; w0) is taken from the L1(
):(2.3) (v0; v00; w0) 2 �1 := [L1(
)℄2 � [L1(
) \H1(
)℄:The aim of that setion is to establish a number of basi a priori estimates for that system whihwill allow us to verify the existene and uniqueness of a solution and to study its behavior ast ! 1. We start with the following lemma whih gives the global Lyapunov funtion for thatproblem.Proposition 2.1. Let the above assumptions hold and let (v(t); w(t)) be a suÆiently regularsolution of problem (2.1). Introdue a funtional(2.4) L(v; w) := k�tvk2L2 + 2(F (v); 1) � 2�(v; w) + �krxwk2 + �kwk2L2



4 M.EFENDIEV AND S.ZELIKwhere F (v) := R v0 f(s) ds and (�; �) is used for the inner produt in L2. Then, the followingequality holds(2.5) ddtL(v(t); w(t)) = �2('(v(t))�tv(t); �tv(t))� �k�tw(t)k2L2Indeed, multiplying the �rst and the seond equations of (2.1) by �tv and ��tw respetively,taking a sum and integrating over 
, we arrive at (2.5).Corollary 2.2. Let the above assumptions hold and let (v(t); w(t)) be a solution of (2.1). Then,the following estimate holds:(2.6) k�tv(t)kL2 + kv(t)kL2 + kw(t)kH1 � Q(k(v; w)k�1 )for some monotone funtion Q independent of t and the solutionIndeed, aording due to our dissipativity assumption (2.2).3,(2.7) F (u) � �C1 + 1juj2+Æfor some new onstants C1 and 1. Using this inequality, we easily hek that(2.8) 1(k�tvk2L2 + kvk2L2 + kwk2H1)� C2 � L(v; w) � Q(k(v; w)k�1 )for some onstants 1; C2 > 0 and some monotone funtion Q. Integrating now equation (2.5)by t and using that '(v) � 0 and � > 0, we arrive at (2.6).The next orollary gives the L2-dissipation integral for that problem.Corollary 2.3. Let the above assumptions hold. Then,(2.9) Z 10 k�tv(t)k2L2 + k�tw(t)k2L2 dt � Q(k(v0; v00; w0)k�1)for some monotone funtion Q.Indeed, this estimate is an immediate orollary of (2.5), (2.8) and the assumption that '(v) �0 > 0.We are now going to verify that the solution is globally bounded in �1.Proposition 2.4. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, the following estimate is valid:(2.10) kv(t)kL1 + k�tv(t)kL1 + kw(t)kL1\H1 � Q(k(v0; v00; w0)k�1)for some monotone funtion Q independent of t and the solution.Proof. We �rst establish the L1-bound for the w-omponent. Indeed, aording to Corollary 2.2,the right-hand side v of the seond equation of (2.1) is bounded in L1(R+ ; L2(
)). Consequently,the standard regularity result for the heat equation gives(2.11) kw(t)kL1 � Ckw(0)kL1e�t + CkvkL1(R+;L2) � Q(k(v0; v00; w0)k�1):(here we have impliitly used the restrition on the spae dimension).Thus, we only need to establish the L1-bounds for the v-omponent. To this end, we willuse the L1-bounds for the w-omponent obtained before and will onsider the equation forthe v-omponent as an ODE for every (almost every, being a pedant) �xed x 2 
. Indeed, lety(t) := v(t; x0). Then, this funtion solves(2.12) y00(t) + '(y)y0 + f(y) = h(t) = hw;x0(t) := �w(t; x0):Multiplying this equation by y0 + "y, we have(2.13) [(y0)2 + 2F (y) + 2"yy0 + 2"R(y)℄0 + 2('(y) � ")(y0)2 + 2"f(y)y = 2h(y0 + "y)where R(y) := R y0 '(s)s ds. Using that '(v) is stritly positive and f is dissipative, we deduefrom this equation that, for suÆiently small " > 0(2.14) ddtS(y; y0) + ((y0)2 + y2) � Cjh(t)j2



5where S(y; y0) := (y0)2 + 2F (y) + 2"yy0 + 2"R(y):and  is positive. Moreover,"0(y2 + (y0)2)� C � S(y; y0) � Q(y2 + (y0)2)for some positive "0 and C and monotone Q. Applying the Gronwall lemma to inequality (2.14),we onlude that(2.15) y(t)2 + (y0(t))2 � Q(y(0)2 + y0(0)2 + khk2L1(R+))for some monotone funtion Q whih is independent of t and y, see eg, [3℄. Taking now thesupremum with respet to all x0 2 
 and using (2.11) for estimating h, we dedue estimate(2.10) and �nish the proof of the proposition. �We are now ready to verify the existene and uniqueness of a solution for the problem (2.1).De�nition 2.5. A pair of funtions (v(t); w(t)) is a solution of problem (2.1) if(v(t); �tv(t); w(t)) 2 �1for every t � 0 and (2.1) is satis�ed in the sense of distributions.Note that, from the �rst equation of (2.1), we see that �tv(t) 2 L1(
). Therefore v(t) 2W 2;1([0; T ℄; L1(
)) and the initial data for v is well-de�ned. Analogously, the w-omponent isontinuous as a funtion with values, say, in L2(
) and the initial data is again well-de�ned.Theorem 2.6. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, for every (v0; v00; w0) 2 �1, problem(2.1) possesses a unique solution in the sense of De�nition 2.5 and this solution satis�es esti-mate (2.10). Moreover, any two solutions (v1(t); w1(t)) and (v2(t); w2(t)) satisfy the followingestimate:(2.16) k(v1(t); �tv1(t); w1(t)) � (v2(t); �tv2(t); w2(t))k�1 �� CeKtk(v1(0); �tv1(0); w1(0)) � (v2(0); �tv2(0); w2(0))k�1where positive onstants C and K depend only on the norms of the initial data.Proof. Let us �rst verify the uniqueness and estimate (2.16). Indeed, let(v(t); w(t)) := (v1(t); w1(t)) � (v2(t); w2(t)):Then, these funtions solve(2.17) (�2t v + '(v1)�tv + ['(v1)� '(v2)℄�tv2 + [f(v1)� f(v2)℄ = �w;�tw ��xw + w = vMultiplying now the �rst equation of (2.17) by �tv+ "v, " > 0 is a small positive number, usingthe fat that vi; �tvi are globally bounded in L1 and applying the Gronwall inequality in astandard way (without integration by x!), we onlude that(2.18) k�tv(t)k2L1(
) + kv(t)k2L1 �� CeKt(k�tv(0)k2L1(
) + kv(0)k2L1(
)) + C Z t0 eK(t�s)kw(s)k2L1(
) dsfor some positive onstants C and K depending only on the L1-norms of vi and �tvi. Further-more, due to the maximum priniple for the heat equation, we have the estimate(2.19) kw(t)kL1 � e�tkw(0)kL1 + Z t0 e�(t�s)kv(s)kL1 ds



6 M.EFENDIEV AND S.ZELIKInserting this estimate into the right-hand side of (2.18), we arrive at(2.20) k�tv(t)k2L1(
) + kv(t)k2L1 �� C 0eKt(k�tv(0)k2L1(
) + kv(0)k2L1(
) + kw(0)k2L1 ) + C 0 Z t0 eK(t�s)kv(s)k2L1(
) dsApplying again the Gronwall inequality to that relation, we onlude that(2.21) k�tv(t)k2L1(
) + kv(t)k2L1 � C 0e2Kt(k�tv(0)k2L1(
) + kv(0)k2L1(
) + kw(0)k2L1)This estimate, together with (2.19), give the desired L1-estimate for the triple (v; �tv; w). Inorder to �nish the proof of estimate (2.16), it remains to note that the desired estimate H1-norm of the w-omponent is immediate, sine the L1-ontrol for the right-hand side of the heatequation for w is already obtained. Thus, the uniqueness and Lipshitz ontinuity (2.16) areproved.So, we only need to prove the existene of a solution. It an be done in a standard way, basedon a priori estimate (2.10), using the Banah �xed point theorem for proving the existene ofa loal solution and estimate (2.10) for extending this solution globally in time, see eg, [11℄ forthe details. �Our next aim is to establish the basi dissipative estimate in the phase spae �1.Theorem 2.7. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, a solution (v(t); w(t)) of problem (2.1)satis�es the following dissipative estimate:(2.22) k(v(t); v0(t); w(t))k�1 � Q(k(v0; v00; w0)k�1)e��t + C�for some positive onstants � and C� and monotone funtion Q.Proof. As we see from the proof of the previous proposition, the only problem is to obtain adissipative estimate for the L2-norm of v(t). Indeed, if this estimate is obtained, analyzing theequation for the w-omponent analogously to (2.11), we dedue the dissipative estimate for theL1-norm of w(t). This, in turns, gives the dissipative estimate for the right-hand side h(t) of(2.12) and the Gronwall lemma applied to inequality (2.14) will �nish the derivation of estimate(2.15).So, we only need to obtain the dissipative estimate for the L2-norm. To this end, we multiplythe �rst equation of (2.1) by 2(�tv + "v), " > 0 is a small number, whih will be �xed below,and integrate over x 2 
, after that we multiply the seond equation of (2.1) by 2�(�tw +"w), integrate over x 2 
 and take a sum of these two equations. Then, after the standardtransformations, we end up with(2.23) ddtZ(t) + 2�k�twk2 + 2(('(v) � ")�tv; �tv) + 2"f(v):v = 2�"(v; w)where(2.24) Z(t) := k�tv(t)k2L2 + 2(F (v(t)); 1) + 2"(R(v(t)); 1) + 2"(v(t); �tv(t))�� 2�(v(t); w(t)) � �(krxw(t)k2L2 + (1� ")kw(t)k2L2 ):We now �x " > 0 so small that "j(R(v(t)); 1)j � 1(it is possible to do due to estimate (2.10), of ourse, " will depend on the norm of the initialdata). Then, due to (2.7), we have(2.25) �2[k�tvk2L2 + krxwk2L2 + kwk2L2 + (jF (v)j; 1)℄ � C2 � Z(t) �� �1[k�tvk2L2 + krxwk2L2 + kwk2L2 + (jF (v)j; 1)℄ + C1



7where the positive onstants Ci and �i are independent of " ! 0 and (v; w). Moreover, due tothe fourth assumption of (2.2),(2.26) F (v) � f(v):v +Kv2=2Inserting estimates (2.25) and (2.26) into (2.20) and using again the third assumption of (2.2),we dedue the di�erential inequality:(2.27) �tZ(t) + �"Z(t) � C"where " depends on the norm of the initial data, but the positive onstants � and C are inde-pendent of v and w. Integrating this inequality, we arrive at(2.28) Z(t) � [Z(0) � C� ℄e��"t + C� :We see that, although the rate of onvergene to the absorbing ball depends on the initialdata (through the hoie of " > 0), the radius of the absorbing ball is independent of " and,onsequently, is independent of the norm of the initial data. This observation, together withestimate (2.25) implies that(2.29) k�tv(t)kL2 + kv(t)kL2 + kw(t)kH1 � Q(k(v0; v00; w0)k�1)e�t + C�for some positive  and C and a monotone funtion Q whih are independent of t, v and w.Thus, the desired dissipative estimate in L2 is obtained and Theorem 2.7 is proved. �We now formulate several auxiliary results on the smoothing property for the w-omponentand the existene of dissipative integrals in stronger norms whih will be essentially used in thenext setions.Proposition 2.8. Let the assumptions of Theorem (2.6) hold. Then, w(t) 2 W 2;p(
) and�tw(t) 2W 2;p(
) for any t > 0 and any p <1 and the following estimate is valid:(2.30) kw(t)kW 2;p(
) + k�tw(t)kW 2;p(
) � (1 + t�N )Qp(k(v0; v00; w0)k�1)for some positive exponent N and some monotone funtion Q (depending only on p).Proof. Indeed, due to the smoothing property of the heat equation, the solution �(t) of(2.31) �t� ��x� + � = 0; ���t=0 = w0satis�es the following estimate(2.32) k�(t)kW 2;p(
) + k�t�(t)kW 2;p(
) � Cpt�Nkw0kH1for some exponent N and positive onstant Cp depending only on p, see eg, [14℄. The remainderz(t) := w(t) � �(t) solve the heat equation with zero initial data�tz ��xz + z = v(t); z��t=0 = 0:Moreover, using estimate (2.10) together with the �rst equation of (2.1), we onlude that(2.33) kv(t)kL1(
) + k�tv(t)kL1(
) + k�2t v(t)kL1(
) � Q(k(v0; v00; w0)k�1):Using that estimate together with the W 2;p-regularity estimate for the heat equation, we arriveat k�(t)kW 2;p(
) + k�tw(t)kW 2;p(
) � Qp(k(v0; v00; w0)k�1)whih, together with estimate (2.32), �nishes the proof of the proposition. �



8 M.EFENDIEV AND S.ZELIKProposition 2.9. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 hold. Then, the following strongerversion of dissipative integrals exist:(2.34) (1) R11 k�tw(t)k2C(
) dt � Q(k(v0; v00; w0)k�1)2) R T0 j�2t v(t; x0)j2 + j�tv(t; x0)j2 dt � "T + C"Q(k(v0; v00; w0)k�1)where " > 0 is arbitrary, x0 2 
 is almost arbitrary, C" > 0 depends only on " and Q is somemonotone funtion.Proof. We �rst note that, due to Lemma 2.8, we may assume without loss of generality that�tw(0) 2 H1. Di�erentiating the equation for the w-omponent by t and denoting z := �tw, weget(2.35) �tz ��xz + z = �tv; z��t=0 = �tv(0)Applying the L2-regularity theorem for that heat equation, we will have(2.36) Z T0 k�xz(s)k2H2 ds � Ckz(0)k2H1 + C Z 20 Tk�tv(s)k2L2 dswhere the onstant C is independent of T . Together with estimate (2.9) and embedding H2 �L1, it gives the desired �rst estimate of (2.34). Let us now prove the seond estimate of (2.34).To this end, we multiply equation (2.12) by 2y0 (without integration by t!). This gives(2.37) ((y0)2 + 2F (y)� 2�vy)0 + 2'(y)(y0)2 = �2�y�tw(t; x0)Integrating this equality over t 2 [0; T ℄, estimatingj2�y�tw(t; x0)j � Ckv(t)kL1k�tw(t)kL1 � "+ C"k�tw(t)k2L1 ;and using the �rst estimate of (2.34) together with the strit positivity of ', we dedue theseond estimate of (2.34) and �nish the proof of the proposition. �We onlude this setion by showing that, if the initial data (v0; v00; w0) is smooth, the solution(v(t); w(t)) remains smooth for all t.Proposition 2.10. Let the assumptions of Theorem (2.6) hold. Assume, in addition, that(2.38) (v0; v00; w0) 2W 1;1(
):Then, the solution (v(t); �tv(t); w(t)) 2W 1;1(
) for any t � 0 and the following estimate holds:(2.39) kv(t)kW 1;1 + k�tv(t)kW 1;1 + kw(t)kW 1;1 � Ck(v0; v00; w0)k[W 1;1℄3eKtfor some positive onstants C and K (whih depend on the L1-norms of the initial data).Proof. The desired estimate for the w-omponent is fatually obtained in Proposition 2.8, thus,we only need to estimate the v omponent. Let x1 and x2 be two arbitrary points of 
 and letz(t) := v(t; x1)� v(t; x2). Then, this funtion satis�es the following ODE(2.40) z00(t) + '(v(t; x1))z0(t) + ['(v(t; x1))� '(v(t; x2))℄�tv(t; x2)++ [f(v(t; x1))� f(v(t; x2))℄ = hx1;x2(t) := �(w(t; x1)� w(t; x2)):Multiplying this equation by �tz(t) and arguing exatly as in (2.18), we arrive at(2.41) jz(t)j2 + jz0(t)j2 � C(jz(0)j2 + jz0(0)j2)eKt + C Z t0 eK(t�s)jhx1;x2(s)j2 dswhere the onstants C and K depends on the L1-norm of the solution. Furthermore, sine theW 1;1-estimate for the w-omponent is already obtained, we havesupx1;x22
 1jx1 � x2j2 Z t0 eK(t�s)jhx1;x2(s)j2 ds � C1 Z t0 eK(t�s)kw(s)k2W 1;1 ds � CeKt:



9Dividing �nally inequality (2.41) by jx1 � x2j2 and taking the supremum over x1; x2 2 
 fromthe both parts of the obtained inequality, we obtain the desired estimate for the W 1;1-normsof v and �tv and �nish the proof of the proposition. �Remark 2.11. Arguing analogously, one an show that if the initial data belong to Ck, thesolution will be of lass Ck for every t � 0. Thus, the blow up in �nite time of the higher normsannot our. However, there is a prinipal di�erene between estimates (2.22) for the L1-normand estimate (2.39) for the W 1;1-norm of the solution. Indeed, the �rst estimate is dissipativeand shows that the L1-norm of the solution annot grow and even gives the absorbing ballin that norm. In ontrast to that, the W 1;1-norm, a priori, may grow exponentially and, inthis sense, the solution may beome "less and less regular" as t ! 1 (i.e., it may tend to adisontinuous limit). As we will see in the next setions, the answer on the question whether ornot it really happens depends in a ruial way on the monotoniity of the nonlinearity f .3. The monotone ase: asymptoti ompatness and regular attratorAording to the results of the previous setion, equation (2.1) is uniquely solvable in thephase spae �1 and the solution operators(3.1) S(t)(v0; v00; w0) := (v(t); �tv(t); w(t))generate a dissipative semigroup in �1. The aim of this setion is to study the long-timebehavior of solutions as t ! 1 in the partiular ase where the nonlinearity f is stritlymonotone:(3.2) f 0(v) � �0 > 0:As we will see, in that ase, the assoiated semigroup is asymptotially ompat and possessesa smooth global attrator A in �1. Moreover, due to the Lyapunov funtional, this attratoran be desribed as a �nite union of �nite-dimensional unstable manifolds. Our proof of theasymptoti ompatness is based on the following lemma whih an be onsidered as a re�nementof estimate (2.39).Lemma 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold and let, in addition, (3.2) be satis�ed.Let us also introdue, for any h > 0 the following (semi)norm on the spae L1(
):(3.3) kvkW 1;1h := supx1;x22
; jx1�x2j�h jv(x1)� v(x2)jjx1 � x2j(being pedants, we would write esssup instead of sup). Then, every solution (v(t); w(t)) ofproblem (2.1) satis�es(3.4) kv(t)kW 1;1h + k�tv(t)kW 1;1h � C1h e��t + C2where the positive onstants �, Ci depend on the L1-norms of the initial data, but are indepen-dent of t and h! 0.Proof. Analogously to the proof of Proposition 2.10, we introdue a funtion z(t) := v(t; x1) �v(t; x2) whih solves equation (2.40). But, using the monotoniity assumption (3.2) and thedissipation integrals (2.34), we are now able to suppress the exponential divergene in estimate(2.41). To this end, we multiply equation (2.40) by z0 and transform the term ontaining thenonlinearity f as follows:(3.5) [f(v(t; x1))� f(v(t; x2))℄z0 = 1=2[l(t)z2℄0 � 1=2l0(t)z2where l(t) := R 10 f 0(sv(t; x1) + (1� s)v(t; x2)) ds � �0 > 0 and its derivative an be estimated asfollows:(3.6) jl0(t)j � C(j�tv(t; x1)j+ j�tv(t; x2)j)



10 M.EFENDIEV AND S.ZELIKwhere the onstant C depends on the L1-norm of the initial data, but is independent of t andxi. Then, using the positivity of ' and the L1-bounds for v, we get1=2((z0)2 + lz2)0 + (z0)2 � Cjhx1;x2 j2 + C(j�tv(t; x1)j+ j�tv(t; x2)j)z2for some positive onstants  and C. Multiplying now equation (2.40) by "z (where " > 0 is asuÆiently small positive number) and taking a sum with the above inequality, we infer(3.7)1=2((z0)2+ lz2+2"zz0)0+(�")(z0)2+"lz2 � Cjhx1;x2 j2+C(j�tv(t; x1)j+ j�tv(t; x2)j)(z2+(z0)2)Let now Lz(t) := (z0)2 + lz2 + 2"zz0:Then, sine l(t) � �0 > 0, we may �x " > 0 to be small enough that(3.8) �(z2 + (z0)2) � Lz(t) � �1(z2 + (z0)2)for some positive � and �1. This, inequality, together with the evident estimate jxj � �+��1x2allows to transform (3.7) to(3.9) ddtLz(t) + ( � C(j�tv(t; x1)j2 + j�tv(t; x2)j2))Lz(t) � Cjhx1;x2(t)j2:Applying the Gronwall inequality to this relation and using the dissipation integral (2.34) to-gether with the bounds (3.8), we �nally dedue the non-divergent analogue of estimate (2.41):(3.10) jz(t)j2 + jz0(t)j2 � C(jz(0)j2 + jz0(0)j2)e�t + C Z t0 e�(t�s)jhx1;x2(s)j2 dsfor some positive C and  depending only on the L1-norm of the solution.In order to dedue the desired estimate (3.3) from (3.10), we note that, due to Proposition 2.8,we may assume without loss of generality that kw(t)kW 1;1 � C for all t � 0 and, onsequently,supjx1�x2j�h 1jx1 � x2j2 Z t0 e�(t�s)jhx1;x2(s)j2 ds � �Z t0 e�(t�s)kw(s)k2W 1;1 ds � C1Moreover, obviously, kvkW 1;1h � 2kvkL1h :Dividing now inequality (3.10) by jx1�x2j2 and taking the supremum over all xi 2 
, jx1�x2j �h, we dedue the desired estimate (3.3). Lemma 3.1 is proved. �Our next step is to verify the existene of a global attrator A for semigroup (3.1) assoiatedwith problem (2.1). We reall that, by de�nition, the global attrator A should satisfy thefollowing properties:1) A is ompat in �1;2) A is stritly invariant: S(t)A = A;3) A attrats the images of all bounded sets as t!1, i.e., for any bounded set B � �1 andany neighbourhood O(A) of A in �1, there exists time T = T (B;A) suh thatS(t)B � O(A); for t � T :We also reall that the attration property an be also reformulated in terms of the non-symmetri Hausdor� distane between sets in �1:(3.11) limt!1dist(S(t)B;A) = 0;see eg, [2℄ for the details.



11Theorem 3.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 hold. Then, the semigroup S(t) assoiatedwith problem (2.1) possesses a global attrator A in the phase spae �1. This attrator isbounded in [W 1;1(
)℄3 and has the following struture:(3.12) A = K��t=0where K � Cb(R;�1) is a set of all solutions of problem (2.1) whih are de�ned for all t 2 Rand are globally bounded.Proof. In order to dedue the existene of a global attrator from Lemma 3.1, we will use theso-alled Kuratowski measure of non-ompatness. Reall that, by de�nition, the Kuratowskimeasure of non-ompatness �(B) of a set B is an in�num of all r > 0 for whih it an beovered by a �nite number of r-balls, see e.g., [10℄ for details. To be more preise, we need thefollowing lemma.Lemma 3.3. Let B := fv 2 L1(
); kvkL1 + kvkW 1;1h � Rgfor some R and h > 0. Then, its Kuratowski measure of non-ompatness of the set B an beestimated as follows:(3.13) �(B) � RhProof. Let Sh be the standard averaging operator(Shv)(x) := ZR3 Dh(x; y)v(y) dswhere the smooth non-negative kernels Dh(x; z) are suh that(3.14) 8><>:1: suppDh(x; �) � fz 2 
; jz � xj � hg2: RR3 Dh(x; y) dy � 1;3: jDh(x; y)j+ jrxDh(x; y)j � Ch; x; y 2 R3(sine 
 is assumed to be smooth, suh kernels exist).Let also Bh := Sh(B). Then, on the one hand, the set Bh onsists of smooth funtions and,in partiular, is bounded in C1(
). By the Arzela-Asoli theorem, it means that Bh is ompatin L1(
).On the other hand,j(Shv)(x)� v(x)j � ZR3 Dh(x; y)jv(y) � v(x)j dy � kvkW 1;1h hZR3 Dh(x; y) dy � Rh:Thus, B � Bh+Rh and Bh is ompat. This gives estimate (3.13) and �nishes the proof of thelemma. �We are now ready to �nish the proof of the theorem. Indeed, due to Proposition 2.8, we knowthat the w-omponent is bounded inW 2;p(
) for every t > 0 and, onsequently, the w-omponentof S(t)B is preompat in L1 \ H1 for any bounded set B. So, the Kuratowski measure ofnon-ompatness for S(t)B is determined by the v-omponent only. Moreover, Lemma 3.1guarantees, that v(t); �tv(t) � fu 2 L1(
); kukL1 + kukW 1;1h � Rgif t � T (h) is large enough (but R is independent of h). This, gives that(3.15) limt!1�(S(t)B) = 0for any bounded set B.Sine the semigroup S(t) is Lipshitz ontinuous with respet to the initial data (see Theorem2.6) and dissipative (see Theorem 2.7), the onvergene of the Kuratowski measure (3.15) to



12 M.EFENDIEV AND S.ZELIKzero implies the asymptoti ompatness of the semigroup S(t) and the existene of a globalattrator A, see [10℄. The struture (3.12) of the attrator is also a orollary of that abstrattheorem and the fat that A is bounded in W 1;1 follows from estimate (3.3) (together with thefat that the onstant C2 is independent of h). Thus, Theorem 3.2 is proved. �Our next task is to establish the regular struture of the attrator A provided by the Lyapunovfuntional. To this end, we need to make some preparations. As a �rst step, we establish thedi�erentiability of the semigroup S(t) with respet to the initial data.Proposition 3.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 hold. Then, the assoiated semigroupS(t) is Frehet di�erentiable with respet to the initial data for every �xed t and it's Frehetderivative D�[S(t)�℄ 2 L(�1;�1) is Lipshitz ontinuous with respet to the initial data � 2 �1and the following estimate holds for every bounded set B � �1:(3.16) kS(t)kC1;1(B;�1) � Ce2Ktwhere the onstants C and K depend only on the radius of B.The proof of this proposition is straightforward and standard, so, in order to avoid the teh-nialities, we rest it to the reader.At the next step, we need to study the equilibria of problem (2.1).Proposition 3.5. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold. Then, any equilibrium (v0; w0) 2 R(the set of all equilibria) of problem (2.1) solves the following semilinear ellipti equation:(3.17) ��xw + w = f�1(�w); �n���
 = 0; v = (��x + 1)w(f�1 exists sine f is now assumed to be monotone). Moreover, the equilibrium (v0; w0) ishyperboli if and only if w0 is hyperboli as a solution of (3.17), i.e., if the equation(3.18) ��x� + � = [f�1℄0(�w0)��has only trivial solution � = 0. In partiular, for generi f , all of the equilibria (v0; w0) 2 R arehyperboli and R is �nite.Proof. Indeed, the equations on equilibria for problem (2.1)f(v) = �w; ��xw + w = vare equivalent to (3.17). Let us verify the assertion on hyperboliity. Indeed, the asymptotiompatness of the semigroup S(t) implies in a standard way that the essential spetrum of theoperator D�S(1) lies stritly inside of the unit irle. Thus, only eigenvalues of �nite multipliityare possible on the unit irle. Any suh eigenvalue generates a time-periodi solution (z; �) ofthe assoiated equation of variations(3.19) (�2t z + '(v0)�tz + f 0(v0)z = ���t� ��x� + � = zHowever, analogously to the nonlinear problem (2.1), the linearized problem (3.19) possesses aglobal Lyapunov funtion (in order to �nd it, one needs to multiply the �rst and the seondequations by �tz and ��t� respetively, take a sum and integrate over 
). Thus, every periodisolution of that linearized problem must be an equilibrium:f 0(v0)z = ��; z = ��x� + �and, onsequently, z must solve (3.18). Vise versa, any nontrivial solution z of (3.18) generatesa non-trivial equilibrium of (3.19) by setting z = ��x� + �.Finally, the last assertion that generially R is �nite and all of the equilibria are hyperboliis a standard orollary of the Sard theorem, see eg, [2℄. Proposition 3.5 is proved. �



13Thus, we will assume from now on that all of the equilibria (v0; w0) 2 R are hyperboli (whihautomatially implies that R is �nite). Furthermore, for any �0 := (v0; w0) 2 R, we de�ne theassoiated unstable set M+�0 by the usual expression(3.20) M+�0 := f(v0; v00; w0) 2 �1; 9(v(t); w(t)) whih solves (2.1) for t � 0 suh that(v(0); �tv(0); w(0)) = (v0; v00; w0) and limt!�1(v(t); �tv(t); w(t)) = (v0; v00; w0)gin other words, the unstable setM+�0 onsists of all omplete trajetories of (2.1) whih stabilizeto �0 as t! �1.It is well known (see e.g., [2℄) that, for hyperboli equilibrium �0 2 R, the set M+�0 is loally(near �0) a �nite-dimensional submanifold of �1 and its dimension equals to the instabilityindex of �0. But, in order to prove that the whole M+�0 is a submanifold of �1, one needs thesemigroup S(t) to be injetive, see again [2℄.Proposition 3.6. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 hold. Then, the semigroup S(t) assoi-ated with equation (2.1) is injetive, i.e., the equality S(T )�1 = S(T )�2, for some T > 0, impliesthat �1 = �2.Proof. Indeed, let (v1(t); w1(t)) and (v2(t); w2(t)) be two solutions of problem (2.1) and let(z(t); w(t)) be their di�erene. Then, these funtions solve (2.17). Let us rewrite this equationin the form(3.21) �t� + B� = P(t)�where �(t) := (z(t); �tz(t); �(t)),B = 0�1 0 00 1 00 0 ��x + 11A ; P(t) := 0� 1 1 0�[l'(t)�tv2(t) + lf (t)℄ 1� '(v1(t)) �1 0 01Aand l'(t) := Z 10 '0(sv1(t) + (1� s)v2(t)) ds; lf (t) := Z 10 '0(sv1(t) + (1� s)v2(t)) ds:Let us onsider equation (3.21) in a Hilbert spae H := [L2(
)℄3. Then, obviously, B is a positiveself-adjoint (unbounded) operator in H and the operator P(t) is uniformly bounded for all t � 0.Then, the lassial bakward uniqueness theorem of Agmon and Nirenberg (see [1℄) is appliablehere and, onsequently, �(T ) = 0 implies that �(0) = 0. Proposition 3.6 is proved. �Corollary 3.7. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold. Then, for any hyperboli equilibrium�0 := (v0; w0) of problem (2.1), the assoiated unstable manifold M+�0 is a �nite-dimensional C1-submanifold of �1 di�eomorphi to RN , where N is the instability index of the equilibrium �0.This result is a standard orollary of the existene of a Lyapunov funtion, injetivity andsmoothness of the semigroup S(t), see [2℄.We are now ready to formulate a theorem on the regular struture of the attrator A whihan be onsidered as the main result of the setion.Theorem 3.8. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold and let, in addition, all of the equilibria�0 2 R be hyperboli. Then,1) any non-equilibrium omplete trajetory �(t), t 2 R of the semigroup S(t) belonging to theattrator is a heterolini orbit between two di�erent equilibria �� and �+:(3.22) limt�1 �(t) = ��;where �� 6= �+;



14 M.EFENDIEV AND S.ZELIK2) The attrator A is a �nite union of �nite-dimensional submanifolds of �1:(3.23) A = [�02RM+�0where M+�0 is an unstable manifold of �0 2 R;3) The rate of attration to A is exponential, i.e., for any bounded set B � �1,(3.24) dist(S(t)B;A) � Q(kBk�1)e�tfor some monotone funtion Q and positive onstant .Indeed, this theorem follows from the abstrat result of Babin and Vishik on regular attrators,see [2℄ (see also [18℄) and Propositions 2.1, 3.4 and 3.6.Remark 3.9. Theorem 3.8 shows that the long-time behavior of solutions of problem (2.1) is"extremely good" if the monotoniity assumption (3.2) holds. As we will see in the next setion,this behavior is "extremely bad" if the monotoniity assumption is essentially violated.4. The non-monotone f : stabilization for the ase of weak ouplingThe aim of this setion is to understand how the asymptoti behavior of (2.1) may look likewhen the monotoniity assumption (3.2) is violated. To this end, we will onsider below thease of small oupling onstant �, where the dynamis is, in a sense, determined by the limitODE(4.1) y00(t) + '(y(t))y0(t) + f(y(t)) = 0:In partiular, in that limit ase, the value of v(t; x) at x = x0 is determined by the valueof (v0(x); v00(x)) at x = x0 only and, onsequently v(t; x) and v(t; y) evolve independently ifx 6= y. Thus, if (4.1) has more than one equilibrium, the most part of trajetories will tend toa disontinuous equilibria, no matter whether or not the initial data (v0; v00) is ontinuous. Aswe will see, the same property preserves for the ase of small positive oupling onstant �.To be more preise, we assume that the limit equation (4.1) possesses a regular attrator inR2 , i.e., that(4.2) f 0(u0) 6= 0; for all u0 suh that f(u0) = 0(sine the existene of a global Lyapunov funtion and dissipativity are immediate, only thehyperboliity assumption on the equilibria should be postulated).We start our exposition by verifying that the dissipative estimate (2.22) is uniform withrespet to �! 0.Proposition 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.7 hold. Then the positive onstants � andC� and monotone funtion Q in the dissipative estimate (2.22) are independent of �! 0.Proof. In order to verify this assertion, we need to hek that the most part of estimates ofSetion 2 are uniform with respet to �! 0. We start with estimate (2.6). From the �rst pointof view (based on the form of the global Lyapunov funtion (2.5)), one may guess that it isnon-uniform and only �kw(t)k2L2 is uniformly bounded. However, the Lyapunov funtion givesthe uniform bound for the L2-norm of the v-omponent. The standard L2-estimate for seondequation(4.3) �tw ��xw + w = v(t)of (2.1) gives after that the uniform L2 and L1-bounds for the w-omponent.Thus, the uniformity as � ! 0 is veri�ed for estimates (2.6) and (2.11). The uniformity ofthe L1-bound (2.10) follows from (2.11) exatly as in Proposition 2.4.So, it only remains to hek the dissipative estimate (2.22) and, following the proof of Theorem2.7, we see that only the uniformity of the L2-estimate (2.29) is neessary.



15Analogously to (2.6) the funtion Z(t) (de�ned by (2.24)) an be estimated as follows(4.4) �2[k�tvk2L2 + �(krxwk2L2 + kwk2L2) + (jF (v)j; 1)℄ � C2 � Z(t) �� �1[k�tvk2L2 + �(krxwk2L2 + kwk2L2) + (jF (v)j; 1)℄ + C1where �i and Ci are now uniform with respet to � ! 0. By this reason, estimates (2.27) and(2.28) do not give immediately the uniform analogue of (2.29), but only the uniform dissipativeestimate for the L2-norm of v(t). Combining after that this estimate with the usual L2-estimatefor the heat equation (4.3), we verify that estimate (2.29) is indeed uniform as �! 0. Exatlyas in Theorem 2.7, this gives the uniformity of estimate (2.22) and �nishes the proof of theproposition. �Thus, due to the previous proposition, the radius of the absorbing ball in �1 for problem(2.1) is uniform with respet to � ! 0. In partiular, the �1-norm of any equilibria of thatproblem is uniformly bounded. Denoting the set of equilibria for problem (2.1) by R�, we mayonlude that(4.5) kR�k�1 � Cwhere the onstant C is independent of �.This observation together with the hyperboliity assumption (4.2) allow to give a ompletedesription of the equilibria set R� if � > 0 is small enough.Proposition 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 hold and let, in addition, the limithyperboliity assumption (4.2) be valid. Denote these hyperboli equilibria by fu1; � � � ; uNg.Then, there exists �0 > 0 suh that, for every � � �0 and every partition(4.6) 
 = 
1 [ 
2 [ � � � [
Non disjoint measurable sets: 
i\
j = ? for i 6= j, there exists a unique equilibrium (v0; 0; w0) 2�1 of problem (2.1) suh that(4.7) v0 = ~v0 + �; ~v0(x) := NXi=1 ui�
i(x); k�kL1 � C�where �V (x) is a harateristi funtion of the set V and the onstant C is independent of �.Moreover, every equilibrium (v0; 0; w0) 2 �1 an be presented in suh form.Proof. Indeed, in order to �nd the equilibrium, we need to solvef(v0) = �w0; �xw0 � w0 = v0whih we rewrite in the form of a single equation on v0 in L1(
):(4.8) f(v0) = �(��x + 1)�1v0:We note that the funtion F (v; �) := f(v)� �(��x + 1)�1vbelongs to C2(L1(
)� R; L1(
)). Moreover, its derivativeDvF (~v0; 0) := f 0(~v0)is invertible in L1 (due to the hyperboliity assumption (4.2) and the norm of the inverseoperator is uniformly bounded with respet to the hoie of a partition. In addition, F (~v0; 0) = 0.Thus, the existene and uniqueness of the equilibrium v0 in a small neighbourhood of ~v0 if � issmall follows from the impliit funtion theorem.



16 M.EFENDIEV AND S.ZELIKLet us now verify that any equilibrium (v0; w0) an be presented in that form. Indeed, let(v0; 0; w0) 2 �1 be an arbitrary equilibrium. Then, aording to (4.5), kw0kL1 � C where Cis independent of �. Therefore, jf(v0(x))j � C�; x 2 
Sine all of the roots f(z) = 0 are hyperboli, for suÆiently small �, we onlude from herethat(4.9) v0(x) 2 OC�(uk(x)); x 2 
for some root uk(x) of f(z) = 0. Fixing now(4.10) 
i := fx 2 
; k(x) = igwe see that the equilibrium (v0; w0) indeed has the form of (4.7) and the proposition is proved.�Remark 4.3. We see that, in ontrast to the ase of monotone f , we now have the unountablenumber of di�erent equilibria (all of them are hyperboli in �1) most of whih are disontinuous(we have only �nite number of ontinuous equilibria assoiated with trivial partitions of 
).Moreover, using the expliit desription given in the previous proposition, it is not diÆult toshow that the set R� is not ompat in the strong topology of the spae �1 and is not losed inthe weak-star topology of that spae. By this reason, the possibility to apply the strong/weakglobal attrator theory to that problem seems very problemati. However, as the next theoremshows, any trajetory (v(t); w(t)) still onverges to one of the equilibrium from R� as t!1.Theorem 4.4. Let the assumptions of Proposition 4.2 hold. Then, there exists �0 > 0 suhthat, for every � � �0 every trajetory (v(t); �tv(t); w(t)) of problem (2.1) stabilizes as t ! 1to some equilibrium (�v; 0; �w) 2 R� in the topology of Lp(
):(4.11) limt!1 k(v(t); �tv(t); w(t)) � (�v; 0; �w)k[Lp(
)℄3 = 0for any 1 � p <1.Proof. The proof of that onvergene is strongly based on the perturbation theory of regularattrators and Proposition 5.1 (see Appendix). Indeed, due to Propositions 4.1 and 2.8, we mayassume without loss of generality that (v(0); �tv(0); w(0) belongs to the absorbing ball BR in�1 with the radius R independent of � and that(4.12) kwkCb(R+�
) + k�twkCb(R+�
) � Cwhere the onstant C is also independent of �. Thus, the �rst equation of (2.1)(4.13) �2t v(t; x) + '(v(t; x))�tv(t; x) + f(v(t; x)) = �w(t; x)an be treated as an ODE for every �xed x 2 
. Moreover, due to the hyperboliity assumption(4.2) and uniform estimate (4.12) the right-hand side of (4.13) an be treated as small non-autonomous perturbation of the ODE(4.14) u00 + '(u)u0 + f(u) = 0:Thus, the assumptions of Proposition 5.1 hold for problem (4.13) for every �xed x 2 
 if � � �0for suÆiently small positive �0. Due to this Proposition, we have the estimate:(4.15) Z T0 j�2t v(t; x)j+ j�tv(t; x)j dt � C1 + C2� Z T0 j�tw(t; x)j dtwhere the positive onstants C1 and C2 are independent of T , � and x 2 
. Integrating thisinequality by x 2 
, we arrive at(4.16) Z T0 k�2t v(t)kL1 + k�tv(t)kL1 dt � C1j
j+ C2� Z T0 k�tw(t)kL1 dt:



17In order to estimate the integral into the right-hand side of (4.16), we di�erentiate the seondequation of (2.1) by t, denote � := �tw, multiply it by sgn �(t) and integrate over 
. Then, dueto the Kato inequality, we arrive at(4.17) �tk�(t)kL1 + k�kL1 � k�tv(t)kL1Integrating this inequality, we havek�tw(t)kL1 � k�tw(0)kL1e�t + Z t0 e�(t�s)k�tv(s)kL1 ds:Integrating the obtained inequality one more over t 2 [0; T ℄ and using that �tw(0) is uniformlybounded, we arrive at(4.18) Z T0 k�tw(t)kL1 dt � C + Z T0 k�tv(t)kL1 dtwhere C is again independent of � and T and the trajetory.Inserting (4.18) into the right-hand side of (4.16)and assuming that � is small enough, we�nally dedue the following L1-dissipation integral(4.19) Z T0 k�2t v(t)kL1 + k�tv(t)kL1 + k�tw(t)kL1 dt � Cwhere the onstant C is independent of T .Thus, we have proved that (v(t); �tv(t); w(t)) onverges to some � 2 �1 in the L1(
)-norm.Moreover, sine we have the ontrol of the L1-norm, the interpolation inequality gives theonvergene in Lp for any p <1:(4.20) limt!1 k(v(t); �tv(t); w(t)) � �k[Lp(
)℄3 = 0:Thus, we only need to verify that � 2 R� is an equilibrium. To this end, we will use the so-alledtrajetory approah (see [4℄ for the details) and onsider positive semi-trajetories trajetoriesinstead of points in the phase spaes. Indeed, arguing exatly as in the proof of estimate (2.16),but taking the Lp-norm instead of the L1-norm, we see that(4.21) k(v1(t); �tv1(t); w1(t)) � (v2(t); �tv2(t); w2(t))k[Lp(
)℄3 �� Cektk(v1(0); �tv1(0); w1(0)) � (v2(0); �tv2(0); w2(0))k[Lp(
)℄3De�ne now the map S : �1 ! L1(R+ ;�1) via the expression(4.22) S : (v0; v00; w0)! (v(�); �tv(�); w(�))and let K+ := S(�1). Then, estimate (4.21) (together with the obvious fat that K+ �L1(R+ ;�1)) shows that the map S realizes a Lipshitz ontinuous homeomorphism betweenspaes �1 and K+ endowed by the topology of [Lp(
)℄3 and �tr := L1(R+ ; [Lp(
)℄3) respe-tively. The solution semigroup S(t) is onjugated via that homeomorphism to the semigroupT (t) of temporal shifts on �tr:(4.23) S(t) = S�1 Æ T (t) Æ S; (T (t)�)(s) := �(t+ s); � 2 K+; t; s � 0:Thus, the onvergene (4.20) implies thatT (t)S�0 := T (t)S(v(0); �tv(0); w(0)) ! S�in the spae �tr.Let us �rst hek that S� 2 K+, i.e., that the limit trajetory �(t) solves equation (2.1). Inother words, we need to show that K+ is losed in �tr.To this end, we need to show that it is possible to pass to the �tr-limit in equations (2.1) inthe sense of distributions for any sequene �n(t) := (vn(t); �tvn(t); wn(t)) onverging in �tr tosome �(t) := (�v(t); �t�v(t); �w(t)) and bounded in L1(R+ ;�1). Indeed, the passage to the limit



18 M.EFENDIEV AND S.ZELIKin all linear terms are evident and only the passage to the limit in the nonlinear terms '(v) andf(v) may a priori be problemati. But it is not the ase, sine onvergene in �tr implies theonvergene almost everywhere (up to extrating a subsequene) and this allows us to onludein a standard way that f(vn) + f(�v) and '(vn)�tvn + '(�v)�t�v (here we have impliitly usedthat vn is uniformly bounded in L1). Thus, the limit funtion �(t) solves indeed problem (2.1).We are now ready to verify that �(t) is an equilibrium whih will �nish the proof of thetheorem. Indeed, due to the dissipation integral (2.9), we see thatk�tv(s+ �)kL2(R+�
) + k�2t v(s+ �)kL2(R+�
) + k�tw(s+ �)kL2(R+�
) ! 0as s!1. Thus, for the limit funtion (�v(t); �t�v(t); �w(t)), we have �t�v � �2t �v � �t �w � 0 and �is indeed an equilibrium. Theorem 4.4 is proved. �Remark 4.5. Assume, in addition, that equation f(z) = 0 possesses at least two solutions v1and v2 suh that f 0(vi) > 0, i = 0; 1. Then, vi will be exponentially stable equilibria of equation(4.1). Let now v0(x) be a smooth funtion suh thatv0(x) = v1; x 2 
1; v0(x) = v2; x 2 
2for some non-empty 
i � 
 of the nonzero measure.Finally let us onsider the initial data for problem (2.1) of the form�0 := (v0(x); 0; 0):Then, sine � > 0 is small and the equilibria vi are exponentially stable, the solution v(t; x)will remain lose to vi (for x 2 
i) for all t. This shows that the smooth trajetory S(t)�0 =(v(t); �tv(t); w(t)) tends as t!1 to the disontinuous equilibrium (in the Lp-topology, aord-ing to the last theorem).This example shows that we annot extend the assertion of the theorem to the ase p = 1and obtain the onvergene in the topology of the phase spae �1. Indeed, if the sequeneof ontinuous funtions onverges in L1 to some limit funtion, this funtion is automatiallyontinuous. Thus, the !-limit set of the above onstruted trajetory in the topology of thephase spae is empty: !�1(�0) = ?:Remark 4.6. It is lear from the proof of Proposition 4.2 that all of the equilibria R� arehyperboli in the phase spae �1. Thus, we may onstrut the in�nite-dimensional stable andunstable manifolds for any equilibrium belonging to R� if � > 0 is small enough. However,it does not help muh for the study of the limit dynamis sine, as shown in the previousproposition, generially, we do not have the stabilization in the topology of �1, but only in aweaker spae [Lp(
)℄3. And in this weaker spae the solution semigroup S(t) is not di�erentiable.By this reason, we are not able to extrat the exponential onvergene from the hyperboliity ofany equilibrium and do not know whether or not suh exponential onvergene takes plae.To onlude, we note that, arguing analogously to the proof of Proposition 4.2, one an extratsome reasonable information about the equilibria R� even in the ase where � is not small.Proposition 4.7. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 hold. Assume, in addition, that (�v; �w) 2R2 is a spatially homogeneous hyperboli (in �1) equilibrium of problem (2.1), i.e., that theequation(4.24) f 0(�v)� � �(��x + 1)�1� = his uniquely solvable for every h 2 L1(
). Assume, �nally, that there exists another onstant~v 6= �v suh that(4.25) f(�v) = f(~v)



19(this, of ourse, may happen only in the ase of non-monotone f). Then, there exists Æ0 > 0suh that, for any measurable partition 
 = 
1 [ 
2 on two disjoint sets where(4.26) j
2j � Æ0;there exists a hyperboli equilibrium (v; w) suh that v is lose (in the L1-metri) to(4.27) v12 := �v�
1(x) + ~v�
2(x):Proof. We �rst hek that the equation of variations(4.28) f 0(v12)� � �(��x + 1)�1� = his uniquely solvable if the measure of 
2 is small. To this end, we onstrut the approximativesolution of this equation in the form ~� := �0 + �̂ where �0 solves equation (4.24) and(4.29) �̂(x) := [f 0(�v)� f 0(~v)℄�0(x)�
2(x):Then, sine �v is a hyperboli equilibrium, we have(4.30) k�0kL1(
) � CkhkL1(
):Moreover, the approximate solution ~� thus onstruted solves(4.31) f 0(v12)~� � �(��x + 1)�1~� = ~h := ��(��x + 1)�1�̂Finally, sine the measure of 
2 is small, we havek�̂kL2 � Cj
2j1=2k�0kL1 � C1Æ1=20 khkL1and, onsequently,(4.32) kĥkL1 � CkĥkH2 � C 0k�̂kL2 � C2Æ1=20 khkL1where the onstant C2 is independent of h and of the onrete form of the partition 
 = 
1[
2.Thus, if Æ0 > 0 is so small that C2Æ1=20 := � < 1, the norm of the reminder k~hkL1 is estimated�khkL1 with � < 1. Then, the standard iteration proess gives the desired solution � of equation(4.28) together with estimate(4.33) k�kL1 � CkhkL1with the onstant C independent of Æ0 ! 0. The uniqueness of a solution an be obtained in astandard way using the observation that the operator f 0(v12)� �(��x + 1)�1 is self-adjoint inL2.It is now not diÆult to �nish the proof of the proposition. Indeed, we seek for the desiredequilibrium (v; w) in the form v(x) = v12(x) + �(x)where � is a small orretor whih should satisfy the equation(4.34) f(v12 + �)� f(v12)� �(��x + 1)�1� = ĥ := �(��x + 1)[(�v � ~v)�
2 ℄and, arguing as before, we see that kĥkL1 � Cj
2j1=2:Applying now the impliit funtion theorem to equation (4.34), we establish the existene of aunique solution �, k�kL1 � C1j
2j1=2measure of 
2 is small enough. Proposition 4.7 is proved. �



20 M.EFENDIEV AND S.ZELIKRemark 4.8. Although we are not able neither to give a omplete desription of the equilibriaset R� nor to verify the stabilization if � is not small, we see that, under the assumptions of thelast proposition (whih are, in a sense, natural for the non-monotone ase), the set of equilibriais not ompat in �1 and is not losed in the weak-star topology of the phase spae. Thesefats do not allow to extend the global attrator theory for the non-monotone ase.Note also that, although we formulate (for simpliity) Proposition 4.7 for the ase of spatially-homogeneous hyperboli equilibrium (�v; �w) it an be easily extended to the ase of non-homo-geneous equilibria. This shows that the onlusion of Proposition 4.7 is somehow "generi" forthe non-monotone ase.5. Appendix. Estimation of time derivatives for non-autonomous perturbationsof regular attrators.The aim of that appendix is to verify the auxiliary estimate for non-autonomous perturbationsof regular attrators. To be more preise, onsider an ODE in Rn :(5.1) u0(t) = F (u(t)); u(0) = u0for some F 2 C2(Rn ;Rn). We assume that, for every u0 2 Rn , this equation is globally (fort � 0) solvable and the assoiated semigroup S(t)u0 := u(t) is dissipative, i.e.,(5.2) kS(t)u0k � Q(ku0k)e��t + C�for some positive � and C� and monotone Q. Therefore, equation (5.1) possesses a globalattrator A in Rn . Our main assumption is that this attrator is regular in the sense of Theorem3.8, i.e., all of the equilibria u0 2 R are hyperboli, every trajetory, belonging to the attratorA is a heterolini orbit onneting two di�erent equilibria and the attrator A is a �nite unionof the unstable manifoldsM+u0 assoiated with the equilibria u0 2 R:(5.3) A = [u02RM+u0 :Finally, we assume that every unstable manifoldM+u0 is a smooth submanifold of Rn .Consider now the following small non-autonomous perturbation of equation (5.1)(5.4) u0 = F (u) + h(t); u(0) = u0; t � 0where the non-autonomous external fore is uniformly small:(5.5) khkW 1;1(R+;Rn) � "� 1:The main result of this appendix is the following estimate.Proposition 5.1. Let the above assumptions hold and let the external fore h 2 W 1;1(R+)satisfy estimate (5.5) for suÆiently small " > 0. Then, any solution u(t) of the perturbedproblem (5.4) satis�es the following estimate:(5.6) Z T0 ku0(t)k dt � C1 + C2 Z T0 kh0(t)k dtwhere the positive onstants C1 and C2 depend only on the norm of u(0) and are independentof T and the onrete hoie of u(0) and h(t).Proof. Indeed, using the standard regular attrator perturbation arguments, one an hek thatfor every bounded set B of Rn and every Æ > 0, there exist T = T (B; Æ) and "0 = "0(B; Æ)suh that, for every " � "0 and every trajetory u(t) starting from B, we an �nd a sequeneu; � � � ; uN of di�erent equilibria ui 2 R (of problem (5.1)!) and a sequene of times0 = T+0 � T�1 � T+1 < T�2 � T+2 < � � � < T�N < T+N =1suh that(5.7) u(t) 2 OÆ(ui); t 2 (T�i ; T+i ); T�i � T+i�1 � T; i = 1; � � � ; N:



21In other words, the sequene of equilibria ui and the values of T�l depend on the onrete hoieof u(0) and h, but the number N of equilibria is bounded by the whole number #R < 1 ofpossible equilibria (sine the equilibria must be di�erent) and the di�erenes T+i �T�i�1 are alsouniformly bounded by T , see [2, 7, 18℄ for the details.Thus, any trajetory starting from B spends at most time Tout := #R � T outside of theÆ-neighbourhood OÆ(R) of the equilibria set R and this time depends only on B and Æ. By thisreason, the part of the trajetory, lying outside of OÆ(R) gives only a �nite and uniformly boundedimpat to the integral (5.6) (whih an be inluded into the onstant C1. So, we only need toestimate the left-hand side of (5.6) for the ase where u(t) belongs to a small neighbourhood ofa single �xed equilibrium u0 2 R only.To this end, we will use the hyperboliity assumption on u0. Indeed, the impliit funtiontheorem implies the existene of "0 > 0 and Æ > 0 suh that, for every " � "0, there exists aunique solution Uu0;h(t) of (5.4) belonging to the Æ-neighbourhood of u0 for all t. Moreover, thissolution, in a fat belongs to the C"-neighbourhood of u0 and the following estimate holds:(5.8) jU 0u0;h(t)j � C ZR e��jt�sjjh0(s)j dswhere the onstant C and the hyperboliity exponent � are independent of the onrete hoieof u0 2 R and the external fore h satisfying (5.5), see [9, 18℄.Furthermore, sine u0 is hyperboli, the trajetory Uu0;h(t) will be also hyperboli and wewill have an exponential dihotomy in a small Æ-neighbourhood of Uu0;h. In partiular, everytrajetory u(t) belonging to OÆ(u0) for t 2 [0; S℄, S � 1, will tend exponentially to Uu0;h(t)inside of the interval(5.9) ju(t)� Uu0;h(t)j+ ju0(t)� U 0u0;h(t)j � C(e��jtj + e��jS�tj)and C and � are independent of the onrete hoie of u and h, see [9, 18℄ for the details.Therefore,(5.10) Z t0 ju0(s)j ds � C + Z t0 jU 0u0;h(s)j dsfor t 2 [0; S℄ and u(t) 2 OÆ(u0).Thus, we have proved that(5.11) Z T0 ju0(s)j ds � C1 + C2 Xu02R Z T0 jU 0u0;h(s)j dswhere the onstants Ci depend only on the radius of B.In order to dedue (5.6) from (5.11), we will use estimate (5.8). Indeed, integrating it overt 2 [0; T ℄ and using that h an be extended for t � 0 by zero, we have(5.12) Z T0 jU 0u0;h(t)j dt � C Z T0 jh0(t)j dt+ C Z 1T e��jt�T jjh0(s)j ds � C1 + C Z T0 jh0(t)j dt:Inserting this estimate into the right-hand side of (5.11), we obtain (5.6) and �nish the proof ofthe proposition. �Remark 5.2. As we an see from the proof, estimate (5.6) has a general nature whih is notrestrited by the lass of ordinary di�erential equations. However, sine we use it in the paperonly for the ODE ase, in order to avoid the tehnialities related with the formulation of a"general" PDE, we restrit our onsideration to the ase of a ODE as well.
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